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Russell H. Ford 
 

 Fear evokes many feelings. I have elected to subject the reader to a compendium of twists 

and turns that each casts a shadow of a doubt into many corners of the reader's brain. The story 

is based on facts that any reader can investigate on their own. My tale is simply to take the 

reader down a path of absolute truth with shadows that cross it. What imagery the story creates 

therefor becomes personal to the reader. What do you fear most from Big Business and the 

Under-Government? 

 I grew up in the small town of Lacey, Washington on the outskirts of the State Capitol of 

Olympia.  I was engaged in sports throughout my school years, focusing on track or soccer.  At 

North Thurston High School, I was encouraged to write and was given a Smith Corona manual 

typewriter as a gift.  I can thank my Mom and Dad, and my two Sisters for setting a bar often 

higher than I could reach.  Numerous teachers at North Thurston were very inspirational, as 

were a few of my professors at Washington State University. 

 From my senior year in High School until just a few years ago I was involved in either 

public or private fire protection, serving on numerous boards and commissions across 

Washington State.  I was selected to attend a specialized program for Fire and Arson 

Investigators, and went through the Seattle Police Academy where I made many contacts with 

the Seattle SWAT Team. In those years I have been knocked flat by electricity, nearly drowned, 

crushed, incinerated and beaten up on an aid call saving a man's life.  It seemed a 

natural extension of all these things to write about them. 

 

 Visit Russell’s website and learn more about his work, books, and what's up next: 

www.de-pop.com 

 

Continue below for information about Russell’s books. 
(Includes Amazon™/Kindle™ ASIN codes) 
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 Secret agent Neah Bey has a plan to slow the 

growth of the global populace.  Blessed with brains and 

experience with spycraft, he intends to preserve a higher 

quality of life for all.  But he didn’t count on an attack 

from a proxy of the Church, with a history almost as 

devious as his own.  Bey soon finds himself on the run 

with his wife Ione, they must face a battle against an 

enemy they don’t know and have never met.  

 Former cop Del Omak was drifting through life 

until a phone call changes his life forever and transforms 

him into an unwilling agent of the Church.  Ordered to 

bring down Neah Bey, he finds the job is harder than he 

had anticipated. But failure is not an option, and Del 

intends to get his man.  

 In this high-paced thriller, only one man can stop Neah Bey.  Who will win this battle of 

spy against spy?  

 For an autographed copy of de-pop, please go to www.de-pop.com .  This is the only 

place paperbacks, and signed paperbacks will be available for the foreseeable future.  If you 

would like an autographed cover to go along with your eBook, we have a very limited number 

of first edition covers that can be signed and mailed out. 

 

 

 

 

Re-ring    B01IRW4XVY 

 Neah Bey returns in an all new world ending 

conspiracy! Imagine artifacts exist that describe perfectly 

and completely that this is the second time around for the 

human race. What will governments and financial 

institutions do to prevent the artifacts from being revealed 

to the world’s population? Who will want them destroyed, 

and why? Who gains from their exposure? Neah and his 

associates race from the Antarctic to the Smithsonian to 

the forest lands of Eastern Washington to secure the 

mysterious pieces wrenched from the Antarctic and stolen 

from museums around the world.  

 In the end, who will you believe? 
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